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1. Time - Place - Date   

10 am – 2 pm – Madrid, Spain, - 22/06/2016 

2. Add the attendence list: see wageindicator.net   

 

http://www.wageindicator.net/uploadfolder/wi-administration-templates/000000WIFAttendencelistfinal.xls


 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 

3. Add pictures  



 

 

 



4. Add your invitation letter 

  

Comisiones Obreras (CCOO) organised the conference with title “With innovative tool against the 
Gender pay Gap” within the framework of WITA-GPG project.  

 

5. How many  men/women? 

 

32 men/74 women 

 

6. How many employers, how many workers? 

11 employers/106 workers 

7. Which sector? 

service sector (CCOO Servicios) bank, insurance, trade 

8  Which Occupation? 

various, including employees of banks, insurance companies, trade  

9 What is the aim of the debate?  max 200 words 

The aim of the debate was a) to make to knew the most important actions in several companies 
against the Gender pay gap; b) to make to knew the governmental steps to implement the Euroean 
Commission recommendation of March 2014 in Spain by different measures to increase Gender 
pay Gap and make salaries transparent; c)  to look at good practices in companies; d) to 
disseminate the results of WITA-GPG project, including the sample collective agreement to 
increase gender equality and the best clauses against gender pay gap.. 

9 Is WITA-GPG – Fair treatment Check used? 



Yes 

10. Yes/No. Please, explain? 

Fair treatment check survey was distributed among the participants and they received it online 
through e-mail as well.  

 

11. How did you use the check? 

36 persons filled the survey.They filled the survey by itself without having it debated or discussed. 

Most of the people (23 against 13) answered with ‘no’ to the following question: En mi empresa 
hombres y mujeres reciben igual salario por el mismo o similar trabajo (trabajo de igual valor) sin 
discriminación (In my company the women and men receive the same wage for the work of the 
same or similar value).   

12. How do you rank the knowledge about the gender pay gap in general?  

1 till 10 - 9  

13. Please, explain 

The Spanish participants both of employer’s and employee’s side were well aware 
of the phenomenon and recognised the need to act against it. Several participants 
met gender pay gap also in their own work place as the fair treatment check 
indicated it too (almost 2/3 of the people who filled the check answered that in the 
workplace there is not equal wage for equal value and only 1/3 answered in a 
positive way).     

 

14. How do you rank the knowledge about monitoring the gender pay gap changes in a company –  

1 till 10 - 8 

15. explain 

The participants of the seminar including the representative of the government and the 
representatives of employers were well aware of the need to monitor GPG at company level. The 
Directorate of Equality in the company and collective negotiation even elaborated recently a tool for 
auto diagnostics of gender pay gap in the companies.  

16. How do you rank the knowledge about collective agreements 

1 till 10 -  8 

17. explain 

The participants were employers, government representatives and trade unionists dealing directly 
with collective negotiation. 

18. How do you rank the knowledge about the role a collective agreement can play by reducing the 

gender pay gap? 

1 till 10 - 8 

 



19. explain 

All social partners and sides – trade union, employers and even the government side support the 
idea of collective bargaining and reducing gender pay gap by using collective negotiation.  

. 

20. Which people did you invite for the debate? 

Trade unionists, employers, HR, government side, women, man  

21. Explain 

The event was organised by CCOO but with the aim to have a possibility to meet the social partners 
of the three sides.  

22. Was you invitation strategy good? 

Yes 

23. Explain 

More than 100 trade unionists from different parts of Spain (even from Barcelona) had the 

opportunity to meet together and with the government and employers. 

24. Did you had the right people around the table? Right people meaning from different 

interest groups ( employers, employees). 

Yes.   

25. Explain 

Around the round tables were sitting employees and representatives of employees, 

employers and representative of goverment,. 

26. Was your group diverse? 

Yes. 

27. Explain 

The group included employees, trade unionists, employers from different companies, of different 
age groups, of different type of employment, government representative .  

28. Expected outcome. When inviting a group of people you should know already what 

type of outcome you expect. So, what did you expect exactly?  

 
Disseminate the tools available to reduce gender pay gap; discuss the model collective agreement 
or chapter of collective agreement to increase gender equality  

 

29. Explain 

Several good practices were disseminated by employers, and also the government side 

explained in a detailled way what they created to fulfil the EU Reccommendation on wage 

transparency. Also the WITA-GPG project presented the tool elaborated within the 

framework of the project, that is the clauses and the model chapter or collective agreement 

to promote gender equality.   

30. What was the real outcome? Topics? 



Presenting the new tools and good practices.  

31. Explain 

- Tool for autodiagnostics was presented. Several good practices (fe Banco Sabadell, 

Mutualia), WITA-GPG were presented and debated ont he possibility in concern of further 

use.  

32 . How will you use the outcome for the next debate? Choose the most important.  

Knowledge on the issue.  

33. Explain 

We should take into consideration that the level of knowledge of Spanish trade unionists on the 
issue is very high.  

34. How will you use the outcome to reach the aim?  

Further disseminationd  

35. Explain 

The issues on gender pay gap and tools to reduce it are now known by a big number of trade 
unionists. There is a need to further widening of circle.. 

36. Was the debate - as an instrument - effective?  

Yes 

37. explain 

Despite of the big number of participants the separated different  round tables gave possibility to 
further and deeper debate of the questions in concern. 

38. What do you want to change for the next debate - did you make funny mistakes;) 

Do a debate in a small circle.  

39. Explain 

.We could tackle some very concrete issues in concern of sample collective agreement in a small 
and highly professional circle.  

 

40. Did you invite media? 

The organizer union invited its own media. 

41. Explain 

The seminar was organised by Comisones Obreras.  

42. Was there media coverage - link clippings 

https://www.facebook.com/tusalario.es/?pnref=story  

 



43. Explain 

Int he Facebook page Tusalario we can fin dall important docs of the meeting.  

44. How do you follow up?  

by e-mail. 

Please send the report same day to office@wageindicator.org 
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